Mission Statement
Our Vision:
We aim to provide a worthy alternative to many other accounting practices who previously
may have earned the industry a poor reputation by putting too much emphasis on quick
expansion/overly inflated fees and by failing to give people the dignity and time that
everyone deserves.

Our Values:
Oliver started the company by making what may to some seem like a fairly radical decision,
backed and supported by his wife. This was to end his only employment, which was with
another local accountant. Having no savings in the bank and no premises other than a 10ft
by 6ft spare room in his home. He also had a young baby, a mortgage and was the main
wage earner in the family. He was determined to follow his dream of running his own
business, in order to be true to his own values and offer a more flexible lifestyle to enjoy
more time with his family. Through overcoming his own challenges, he has been inspired to
be mindful of many other members of our community and indeed many other communities
who are facing and overcoming similar challenges. Oliver feels that although he has come
from a fairly small, rural town, he will strive to achieve and maintain as high a standard
possible in order to gain the reputation and standards he desires.

Our Goal:
Through hard work and dedication Oliver Leeder Accountants Ltd aims to provide a fair and
honest service with the highest levels of integrity and professionalism. To ensure our clients
develop a newly found confidence in approaching their dealings with the tax authorities. To
feel valued and respected in all of our communications and dealings. We also wish to apply
this level of respect to all of our employees. We believe in developing an office culture
within our company where continued professional development combined with good
interpersonal skills are encouraged and supported. This will help to demonstrate to our
employees that they are valued and respected in all areas thus helping to build a strong
team. As a small company we have made efforts to develop insightful administration and
HR systems that will support us as we develop going forward.
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